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 Nov., 1916.J MAN. [No. 98.

 Sociology. Long.
 Some Australian Classes, Named and Nameless. By Richard OQ
 C. E. Long. U

 In A. W. Howitt's Native Tribes of South-Eastern Australia, p. 211-5, are

 given the marriage rules of the Lachlan Wiradjuri and the Wonghibon tribes, both of

 which have the well-known Kamilaroi class names, Muri, Kubi, Ipai, Kumbo, with
 slight differences of pronunciation. Howitt's table shows that some of the marriages
 agree with the Kamilaroi system, while others differ from it. In what follows the
 former will be called regular, and the latter irregular marriages. The irregular
 marriages are all of one order of irregularity in that they are all marriages between

 classes which, in the Kamilaroi system, are father and son to each other and vice

 versa, that is, marriages between Muri and Ipai, and between Kubi and Kumbo.

 The exogamy of the phratries, Howitt's "primary classes," is not interfered with.
 It is, of course, well known that marriages of various orders of irreglilarity occur
 in many Australian tribes, but there is a remarkable regularity in the irregularity of
 these two systems which seems to admit of explanation.

 Now, on examining Howitt's table of the Lachlan Wiradjuri system as corrected
 by Sir James Frazer (Totemisnm and Exogamy, i, p. 411), it will be found that the
 Mallee Hen, Padimelon, and Emii totems of Mukula phratry intermarry regularly
 with the Red Kangaroo, Black Duck, and Lace Lizard totems of Budthaurung

 phratry. So likewise Mallee Hen and Emu intermarry regularly with Snake of

 Budthaurung phratry. On the other hand, Mallee Hell, Padimelon, and Emu inter-
 marry irregularly with Bandicoot of that phratry. But Bandicoot only intermarries

 regularly with Opossum of Mukula phratry, while Opossum intermarries irregularly

 with all the Budthaurung totems except Bandicoot. In the Wonghibon table we find
 as the regular marriages that Emu intermarries with Dtuck (black or wild) and
 Bandicoot, that Mallee Hen intermarries with Duck, and that Opossum intermarries
 with Kangaroo, while the irregular marriages are that of Mallee Hen with Kangaroo
 and Bandicoot, of Emu with Kangaroo, and of Opossum with Duck alnd Bandicoot. It
 therefore appears that in no case in either tribe do any two totems intermarry with each
 other both regularly and irregularly. We are reminded of the statement of the native

 that a difficulty as to the proper marriages might be got over by the totem names of
 the individuals (Howitt, op. cit., p. 215).

 What, then, is the explanation of this remarkably systematic irregularity ?
 Mr. A. R. Brown (Journ. Anthr. Inst., 1913, p. 192), has made the much-needed
 remark that the marriage rules of Australian tribes are not in any way affected by

 the existence of two or four named divisions. Two instances of this are the Dieri,
 who have only two named phratries, but are really divided into eight classes by the
 use of the terms of relationship, and the Southern Arunta, who have four named
 classes, but are also really divided into eight classes. The last example is important
 because the system of eight named classes is spreading in this tribe, having apparently
 reached it from the north. In this article I use the term "anonymous classes" to

 denote the divisions which are in fact made in a tribe by the operationi of the terms
 of relationship. These anonymous classes usually extend to all the other tribes witi

 which a tribe is in contact.

 Dealing now with the Wiradjuri, let us suppose that there were two adjoining

 tribes, A and B, and that all the present Wiradjuri totems except Opossum and
 Bandicoot belonged to A tribe, while those two totems belonged to B tribe. Suppose
 further that A and B were each divided inlto four anonymous classes and that the
 two tribes intermarried and recognised each others anonymous classes, or, to put it iII
 another way, that each native knew his classificatory " brother," &c., in the other
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 tribe as well as in his own. Let the anonymous classes be distingguished as C, D, E, F,
 with the following rules of marriage and descent:

 Male Marries Clhildren are
 C E F
 D F E

 E C D

 F D C

 Then let the four class names be introduced in a part of the A tribe remote
 from the B tribe and let the same four class names be intro(duiced into the B tribe
 at a part remote from the A tribe. Suppose then that itl A tribe the anonymouis
 classes were named as follows :-C, Muri; D, Kubi; E, Kumbo; F, Ipai; and that
 in B tribe they were named C, Kubi; D, Muri; E, Ipai ; B, Kumbo. Then if the
 use of the class names extended in each tribe until from each side it reached the
 boundary between the two tribes, the result would be that while, for example, a C
 (now named Muri) of A tribe would marry an E (now Kumbo) in his own tribe
 (a regular marriage), yet if he married an E of B tribe she would now be called
 Ipai, and the marriage would be irregular. A C of B tribe (rnow Kubi) would marry
 an E of his own tribe (now Ipai), which would also be a regular marriage, while if
 he married an E of A tribe slhe would now be called Kumbo, and the miarriage would
 be irregular. Aind so with all the other class names, producing exactly the rules
 given by Howitt. (For simplicity I have used same name for both masculine and
 feminine of the class names, as Jpai instead of the feminine Ipatlha, &c.) In the
 above I have assumed two separate tribes, A and B, to make the explanation clearer,
 but it would equally apply in case of a large tribe if the class names were indepen-
 dently introduced into differenit parts of it, and if in one part only the A set of
 totems were found and in the other part only the B set. This is more probably
 what did happen. Some totems are in fact more numerous in one part of the tribe
 and some in others (Howitt, p. 216).

 In the Wonghibon system the same explaniation applies so far as the marriages
 of the Opossum and Kangaroo totems, by assuminig that they belonged originally to
 a separate tribe or part of a tribe. A difficulty remainis in the case of the Bandicoot
 totem in this tribe, which by theory would belong to the samte original tribe as the
 Emu, Mallee Hen, and Duck totems. It marries regularly with Emu and irregularly
 with Opossum, all which is in accordance with the theory, but it marries irregularly
 with Mallee Hen where one would expect it to marry regularly. I think the

 explanation is that at the time and place where the other Wonghibon rules came
 into operation as suggested, there were no members of the Bandicoot and Mallee

 Hen totems within reach of each other, and that subsequently, at the time and place
 where they did come into contact, the old men knew of the Wiradjuri rule of

 Mallee Hen marrying Bandicoot irregularly aind adopted it. The two tribes adjoin
 and are closely related,

 Something similar must have occurred with the Mardudhunera and Ngaluma
 tribes (A. R. Brown, op. cit., p. 177). The four class names in these two tribes
 are the same with slight changes of pronunciation, but in intermarriages between
 the tribes the classes are not all equated with those of the same name. Two of the
 four are reckoned as tlle same class in each, but the other two are transposed, anid in
 so far it differs from above theory, which requires the classes in each phratry to be
 transposed.

 It is instructive to note that the Ngaluma and Mardudhunera, who have patri-
 linieal descent of the totems, have transposed two classes which are father an(l son
 classes to each other anid vice versa, while the transposition required in the case of
 the Wiradjuri andl Wonghibon, who have matrilineal descent of the totems, is of two
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 classes which are mother and daughter to each other and vice vers'. No phratry
 names have beeni found by Mr. Brown, but we may suppose that if these tribes
 recognised phratries, such would descend in the male line, and so the transposition would
 not affect the exogamy of the phratries any more thani in the case of the Wiradjuri
 arnd Wonghibon. No doubt the class names reached the Mlardudhunera and Ngaluna
 independently, and wlhen the use of the names spread to the boundary of the two
 tribes from each side, they found that two of the classes with same names were not
 the same anonymous classes but were father anid soni classes to each other.

 If the foregoing explanation of the Wiradjuri andl Wonghiboni rules is the righit
 one, it affords a further proof of the existence of classes completely developed before
 any names were given to them. Another piece of evidence in the same direction is
 the geograplhical distribution of certain sets of class names far beyond the limits of
 a particuilar language. The fact that dlie distribution of the four class names does
 not coincide witlh that of the phratry names is another. It is evidlent that whlen
 names were given to the anonymous classes in atny locality they would be likely to
 spread, owing to the convenience in identifying the classes of stranigers instead of
 making getnealogical inquiries, and the direction in which they spread need not have
 been the same as that of the phratry names, which perhaps themselves spread in
 the same way but at a different time.

 No class names of a four-class or eight-class system have been found ouit of
 Australia, but theIe is a distinction to be observed between the two systems, for
 while no rules even applying only to the nearer kindred have beein folund ouitside of
 Australia which would give the effect of the eight-class ruiles, yet on the other hand
 the special prohibition enforced by the four-class systen, namely, that against
 marriage in the generation immediately tibove or below one's own, is fouind else-
 where among peoples having the system of relationship called by Morgan " Turallian,"
 e.g., among the Fijians. Here, however, no marriage prohibitions are enforced when
 the relationslhip is distant though traceable, and besides the relationship terms are
 not extended so as to take in the whole community, so that there are no anionymous
 classes in the senise in wlhich I use the term.

 Dr. W. H. R. Rivers (The Todas, page 490) found that, so far at least as a
 man's own and his mother's clan, the distinietion of generationis was umade by the
 relationship terms among, the Todas, thus making, an alnonymouis divisioIn in additioin
 to the niamed clans, but it does not appear that these relationships are extended to
 take in the whole community. It is quite clear that for marriag,e purposes there
 are no anonymous classes, because the marriage of a mnan with a woman, and theni
 with her sister's daughter, of which he gives an instance on page 522, would be
 contrary to the rules of a four-class system, and besides the differenit clans could not
 intermarry as they do if such were the case.

 It is much to be wished that those who are investigating kiniship systens,
 especially in Melanesia, would direct their attention to the degree of extension wlichl
 the terms of relationship receive, anid to the questioni whether any of them, anid if
 so which, are extended to take in the whole community.

 In sharp contrast to the four and eight-class systems, the systenm of two phra-
 tries is practically world-wide. This. and the fact that it underlies the four and
 eight-class systems, should make uis cautiousi in concludinig that it, too. oegan in the
 form of anonymous divisions distiniguished by the terms of relationisliip. Still, there

 are cases where the phratries are anonymous (Rivers, ilistory of Jlelanesian Societg,
 I, page 22, and II, page 501).

 The many instances of the phratry names sbowing somiie contrast in colour,
 size, rank, or intelligence have a very artificial appearance, as if the niamt-es were
 given to phratries already existing, but anonymous. There are the great and little
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 totems in Mabuiag, the noble and commoner- vosa in Fiji, the New Britain phratries

 named after the wise and foolish spirits, &c. The Raga phratry niames, Tangaro and
 Sukwe (Rivers, op. cit., 1, page 190), provide a similar case, because Dr. Codrington
 (Melanesians, page 169) states that Tangaro and Stiqe (Sukwe) are contrasted as
 the wise and foolish spirits in that island. Here, too, just as in Auistralia, the
 phratries are equated with those of the Banks Island, though the names are different.

 Reviewing all these systems, we find a remnarkable progression, the two-phratry

 system world-wide, the strict four-class system confined to Australia, but with

 approaches to it elsewhere limited to the nearer kindred, and the eight-class system
 absolutely confined to Australia.

 I am lnot concerned here with any theory of the origin of either class or phratry
 divisions, but I wish to point out that those who put forward theories of their origin
 must take into acoount that the four-class and eight-class systems, and perhaps the
 dual system, existed at first anonymously, with all their rules complete. This is
 very different from Sir James Frazer's conclusion from the existing Australian rules

 (Totemism and Exogamy, 1, page 400), that an aversion to such marriages existed
 before aniy tribal ordinance forbidding them. There nay have been such an aversion
 before the present rules came into beinig-very probably there was-blut these definite
 rules and penalties are muich more than an "1 aversion"; they are themselves the
 system to be explained. RICHARD C. E. LONG.

 Detection. Parsons.
 A Zuni Detective. By Dr. Elsie Clews Parsons.

 Ile was a medicinie-mani of the Newehwe tikyilana or Galaxy fraternity, but UU
 none of the three detective methods abouit which he told me was, he insisted, a fraternity
 secret or Iimited to the use of fraternity members.* Any one could make use of

 them, providing he had never in his life been bitten.t Some persons, however,
 would lhave more power than otlhers. The fatlher of imiy practitionier, I learn from

 Dr. Kroebei, was a medlicinie-man possessed of it. My practitioner seenms to lhave

 purposed passing oni the power in turn to hiis son, since lhe had taughlt hiim the
 medicine songs (see below). But the son has probably become too Americanised to

 practise. Two of the methods are Zunli, the third is Navaho. The Navaho method

 my practitioner had learned from a Zunii called Mona, who had learned it from a
 Navaho. It was the method he favoured, being less dangerous to the practitioner

 than the other two.

 All three methods are uised for the detection of missing things, articles or
 animals-animals lost, strayed, or stolen. Or if a horse or burro were found dead,
 no reason appearing, one of these methods would be practised to learn the facts of

 the case. For detecting murder or aduLlteryt the methods are not used.
 In all three methods a narcotic is used, and a trance results. During the trance

 the picture of the situation or incidents in or through which the missing article has

 ('p. Stevenson, M.C., "The Zuili Indians," p. 386, XXIII (1901-2), Ann. Rep. Bur. Aqer.
 Jthnol.; "Ethnobotany of the Zunii Indians," p. 39, XXX (1915), Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. E thnol.

 t There are several Zuni beliefs about disqualification of some kind from bites. For example,
 if the cord of a new-born infant begins to "run," someone who has been bitten has been in the

 room, it is believed, and unless he is found and waves some ashes around the heads of mother
 and child, the child will die. The ashes must be waved four times, four being the obsessive Zufli

 numeral.

 $ If alultery occurs while a husband is hunting, the deer, it is believed, "will tell him," the

 buck mounting the doe. The hunter has then to shoot both and take out their hearts. On his

 retuirn home he will find his wife and her lover sick. To cure them, he has to rub them with the
 deer heart mixe(d with mcal, the doe's heart for the woman, the buck's for the mani. Otherwise, if

 be fail to take pity on them, they will die.
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